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Welcome Address
Dear friends,
The people of Cyprus welcome you to a place you can call your
own; to the Southeastern edge of Europe where the oceans of
time have left their indelible mark since the dawn of civilization;
to a land that holds the soul of generations that have toiled over
it with care and sensitivity.
The Informal Council of the Ministers for the Environment
and Climate Change will take place in the capital Lefkosia
(Nicosia); a city with ancient origins that date back to the
Chalcolithic (Bronze) Age, in the early third millennium BC.
The two themes of the Council were chosen not only because
they are matters of high priority for Europe, for the whole world.
Water and climate, jointly with geography and the people, have
shaped this place; in all its senses. Therefore it was only fitting
for these two interrelated and yet so challenging contemporary
issues to become the subject of our deliberations here in
Mediterranean Europe.
The provision of clean water, together with the impacts of climate
change, are two of the major environmental challenges facing
our planet. The dramatic change in the weather parameters has
upset the natural balance and has already had a serious impact
on the availability and quality of water resources. At the same
time, water provides the primary medium through which climate
change affects human health, the ecosystems and
socio-economic activities.
At the Informal Meeting, the Cyprus Presidency will provide
a forum for the presentation of the preliminary policy
recommendations of the forthcoming “Blueprint to safeguard
Europe’s water resources” and the related conclusions of the
3rd European Water Conference. Our goal is for the discussions
between Ministers to contribute to the final shape of the
Blueprint.
Concerning climate, discussions will focus on ways through
which public and private investment could add value to the
Strategy for Adaptation to Climate Change, currently being
prepared, by facilitating the implementation of national
adaptation strategies and action plans and measures.
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The Informal Council will also provide us with the opportunity
to get to know each other better, whilst giving you a glimpse of
Cyprus as the “…land of the lemon tree, land of the olive tree…”
During the afternoon of the first day of the meeting, we will visit
the Amiantos “Asbestos mine” which in its 85 years of operation,
significantly contributed to the development of Cyprus, but at
the same time significantly burdened both the environment
and public health. The area has been declared a National Forest
Park and along with most of the Troodos Forest area is part of a
«NATURA 2000» site. A major restoration programme was initiated
in 1995, with the project continuing with partial funding from
European funds.
On the evening of the same day we will have dinner
accompanied by a cultural programme in cosmopolitan Limassol
situated on the south coast of Cyprus, a historic city with
archaeological tombs dating back to around 2.000 BC.
The programme for partners will have a profound cultural
character. It includes visits to the neolithic settlement of
Choirokoitia; to Lefkara, world famous both for its hand-made
embroidery of the same name and for its silversmith work; and a
walk through the narrow streets of the old city of Nicosia situated
within the 16th century Venetian walls - with its Museums,
art galleries and workshops, Byzantine churches, medieval and
neo-classical buildings.
Throughout your visit we will try to give you a taste of true
Cypriot hospitality and of traditional Cypriot cuisine.
Once again, welcome to the crossroads of continents, nations,
religions and cultures.

Sofoclis Aletraris
Minister of Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environment
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The Programme
Friday, July 6, 2012
Arrival
20:00 – 21:00
21:00 – 22:30

Pick up from airport and transfer to hotel
Welcome cocktail at Hilton Cyprus Hotel
(for all delegates / participants)
Side Event with EEB and local NGOs at Hilton Cyprus Hotel

Saturday, July 7, 2012
06:30 – 08:15 Breakfast and check - out for delegates not attending the second
day of the Meeting
08:15 – 08:45 Transfer to the Filoxenia Conference Center (FCC)
09:00 – 09:45 Plenary session 1 - Status of Europe’s water and policy response
09:00 – 09:15 Water issues in Cyprus:
Presentation by Mr Sofoclis Aletraris, Minister of Agriculture,
Natural Resources and Environment
09:15 – 09:30 The Blueprint to safeguard Europe’s water resources
Presentation by Mr Janez Potočnik, European Commissioner for
the Environment
09:30 – 09:45 State of the Water Environment
Presentation by Ms Jacqueline McGlade, Executive Director EEA
09:45 – 10:15 Coffee break
10:15 – 12:45 Plenary Session 2 - Discussion on the background paper with
a number of policy-oriented questions on the content and
proposals of the Blueprint
Concluding remarks by the President of the Environment Council
12:45 – 13:00 Family Photo (Ministers / Heads of Delegation)
13:00 – 13:30 Press Conference
13:30 – 15:00 Lunch at the Conference Centre
(Ministers / Heads of Delegation separate from other delegates)
15:00 – 17:30 Transfer from FCC to hotel – free time
17:30 – 20:30 Departure from hotel – Field Trip to ‘’Amiantos‘’ asbestos mine at
Troodos forest (Ministers/HoD & partners and other delegates)
20:30 – 22:30 Dinner at Limassol
23:30
Return to the hotel
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Sunday, July 8, 2012
06:30 – 08:15
08:15 – 08:45
09:00 – 10:00
09:00 – 09:15

09:15 – 09:30

09:30 – 09:45

09:45 – 10:00

10:00 – 10:30
10:30 – 13:00

13:00 – 13:15
13:15 – 13:45
13:45 – 15:30
15:30
Afternoon

Breakfast and check - out
Transfer to the Filoxenia Conference Center (FCC)
Plenary session 3: Financing Adaptation to Climate change
Adaptation – The Financing Challenge
Presentation by Mr Sofoclis Aletraris, Minister of Agriculture,
Natural Resources and Environment
Financing Adaptation to Climate Change
Presentation by Ms Connie Hedegaard, European Commissioner
for Climate Action
Private Financial Contribution to Adaptation
Presentation by Thomas C. Barrett, Director, European Investment
Bank
Co-operative Audit on Adaptation to Climate Change
Presentation by Ms Chrystalla Georghadji, Auditor General of the
Republic of Cyprus
Coffee Break
Plenary session 4: Discussion on the background paper with a
number of policy-oriented questions on Financing Adaptation
Conclusions by the Presidency
Family Photo (Ministers / Heads of Delegation)
Press Conference
Lunch at the Conference Centre
(Ministers / Heads of Delegation separate from other delegates)
Departure from FCC to hotel or to airport
Departure from hotel to airport
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Programme for Partners
Saturday, July 7, 2012
(Silver and Lace – ancient but not old)
09:00

Departure for the Neolithic Settlement of Choirokoitia
(UNESCO World Heritage Site)
09:45
Guided tour in the site
10:30
Departure for Lefkara Village
11:00
At Lefkara: We will visit the Museum of Folk Art, Embroidery &
Silversmithing and watch how the renowned ‘Lefkaritiko’ lace and
silver artifacts are made
12:30
Lunch at a local restaurant/taverna
14:00
Departure to Nicosia (hotel)
15:00 – 17:30 Free time
17:30* – 20:30 Departure from hotel – Field Trip to ‘’Amiantos‘’ asbestos mine at
Troodos forest (Ministers/HoD & partners and other delegates)
20:30 – 22:30 Dinner at Limassol
23:30
Return to the hotel
* From 17:30 onwards the HoD programme is followed.

Sunday, July 8, 2012
(a stroll in the Old City within the Medieval Walls)
09:00
10:15
11:00
12.45
14.30
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Departure from hotel and visit at the Cyprus Museum
Visit at Agios Ioannis (St. John) Cathedral
Walk through the old town of Nicosia, within the walls
Lunch at a restaurant/taverna
Return to hotel
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1. Pins and Badges
Once registration is completed, a pin will be issued for the head
of each delegation and blue badges for the other delegates and
security officers.
On arrival in Cyprus, delegations will be given pins and badges
by their liaison officers. Delegates arriving separately may receive
their badges at Larnaka International Airport (LCA), as early as
two days prior to the meeting and up until 5.00am on the day
of the meeting. Alternatively, they can receive their badges at
the Accreditation Centre located adjacent to the entrance of the
Filoxenia Conference Centre.
Two red floaters (i.e. transferable non-nominative badges) will be
given to each delegation.
Media representatives will hold yellow badges that provide
access to the Cypress Media Centre.
Access to the various areas of the meeting venue (Filoxenia
Conference Center) is defined by the colour of each badge.
A plan indicating the areas of the meeting venue will be
available at the information point inside the Conference Center.
If a badge or pin is lost, it must be reported immediately to the
liaison officer of the delegation or to the Accreditation Centre.

2. Accommodation
The Cyprus Presidency has pre-booked rooms in the following
hotels.
Hilton Cyprus Hotel
Archbishop Makarios III Avenue, Nicosia 1516
+357 22377777
+357 22377788
hilton.cyprus@hilton.com.cy

Cleopatra Hotel
8, Florinis Street, Nicosia 1065
+357 22844000
+357 22844222
info@cleopatra.com.cy
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Holiday Inn Nicosia City Centre Hotel
70, Regaena Street, Nicosia 1010
+357 22712712
+357 22673337
hinnicres@cytanet.com.cy

Europa Hotel
13, Alkaios Street, Nicosia 2404
+357 22692692
+357 22664417
reception@europahotel.com.cy

Centrum Hotel
15, Pasikratous Street, Nicosia 1011
+357 22456444
+357 22873560
info@centrumhotel.net

Semeli Hotel
10, Petraki Yiallourou Street, Nicosia 1077
+357 22452121
+357 22670200
hotel@semelihotel.com.cy

The rooms are booked for three nights – from the 6th July
(check-in) to the 9th July (check-out). The Cyprus Presidency
covers the accommodation expenses of two overnight stays
(on a bed and breakfast basis) for the head of delegation (and
partner) and one member of the delegation, at Hilton Hotel
Cyprus. Reservations were made according to the requests
received through the on-line registration system.
Any other costs incurred (telephone calls, pay per view TV,
minibar, room service, dry cleaning, bar, etc) will not be covered
by the Cyprus Presidency and must be paid to the hotel directly,
normally upon checkout.
All other participants cover their costs fully.

3. The Liaisons
A Liaison Officer is assigned to each delegation to help for the
duration of the visit, from arrival at the airport to departure.
The Liaison Officer will assist with logistics (airport formalities,
hotel check-in, transport etc) and serve as a link to the Cyprus
Presidency.
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The Liaison Officer will accompany the delegation at the
meeting venue, to deal with any issues and additional requests
the delegation may have during the meeting. Requests for
bilateral meetings should also be communicated through
the Liaison Officer.
Each delegation is advised to appoint one of its members as
the main contact person for the Liaison Officer.
The contact details of the assigned Liaison Officers are
the following:
Austria
Vasilis Vasiliades
vvasiliades@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549354

Belgium
Mariza Hadjisotiriou
mhadjisotiriou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549359

Bulgaria
Nicholas Kotzakolis
nkotzakolis@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549363

Czech Republic
Panagiotis Chatzimichail
phadjimichael@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549364

Denmark
Filippos Tymvios
ftymvios@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549366

Estonia
Maria Zachariadou-Vasiliou
mzachariadou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549369
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Finland
Mariyianna Petrou
mpetrou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549372

France
Natasa Xenophontos Koudouna
nkoudouna@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549381

Germany
Riana Daniel
rmakridi@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549438

Greece
Andreas Loizou
anloizou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549501

Hungary
Yolanda Ioannidou
yioannidou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549502

Ireland
Elina Polemidiotou
epolemidiotou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99549511

Italy
Rea Stephanou
rstephanou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552029

Latvia
Christina Karantoni
ckarantoni@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552031
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Lithuania
Froso Manoloudi
fmanoloudi@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552071

Luxembourg
Persefoni Michaelidou
smichaelidou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552072

Malta
Xanthippi Valanides
xvalanidou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552087

Netherlands
Irene Katsioloudi
ekatsioloudi@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552091

Poland
Kassandra Poyiatzi
kapoyiatzi@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552138

Portugal
Stella Demetriadou
sdemetriadou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552168

Romania
Georgia Pavlou
gpavlou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552181

Slovakia
Elenitsa Ioannou Stavrikkou
eioannou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552183
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Slovenia
Stalo Constantinou
sconstantinou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552301

Spain
Erato Kyprianou
erkyprianou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552327

Sweden
Panagiota Fotiou
pphotiou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552349

United Kingdom
Mikaella Papanicolaou
mpapanicolaou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552358

Croatia
Constantinos Monos
cmonos@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552368

For other countries and CION
(where applicable) please contact
Marios Papantoniou
mpapantoniou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552387

Antonia Papatheodoulou
apapatheodoulou@cy2012eu.gov.cy
+357 99552397

4. Airport and Transfers
The legal points of entry to the Republic of Cyprus as far
as airports are concerned are the Larnaka International Airport
(LCA) and the Pafos International Airport (PFO).
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4.1. Head of Delegation and delegates travelling with them
Assigned Liaison Officers will welcome the Heads and their
delegations and have an overview of the formalities procedure.
Both upon arrival and departure at Larnaka International Airport
(LCA), all members of the delegation travelling with the Head of
delegation will receive VIP treatment at Skylink VIP lounge, which
is situated next to the main airport building. All formalities are
arranged in the VIP lounge. Use of the special luggage tags sent
with the invitation would facilitate the process.
In the case that arrival or departure is at Pafos International
Airport (PFO) the Heads and their delegation will be welcomed
in the business lounge, where formalities will be arranged.
VIP transport will then be provided to the hotel. The head
of delegation will be transferred by car. The liaison officer will
accompany the head of delegation and sit at the front next to
the driver. The rest of delegation will be transferred by a separate
car or mini bus.
4.2. Delegates not travelling with their Head of Delegation
Delegates not travelling with their Head of Delegation will
pass through the normal check in / check out and customs
procedures. The Cyprus Presidency also provides free transport
from Larnaka International Airport (LCA) to the hotels designated
for the Meeting. For this purpose buses will depart from the
airport at specified times.
More information can be found at the Cyprus Presidency
Information Points at Larnaka International Airport (LCA).
Upon arrival at Larnaka International Airport (LCA), delegates
can collect their badges from the Cyprus Presidency Information
Point situated before passport control, by presenting a valid
identification document (the one used for registration). The
badge will be available at the airport two days prior to the
meeting and up until 5.00am on the day of the meeting.
Wearing the accreditation badge will entitle delegates to free
transport from the airport to one of the Meeting’s designated
hotels. The meeting point for the free transport to the hotel
is located close to the bus departure exit of the airport. In the
unlikely event that a badge is not found, arrangements for
transport will be made by the Information Point. In such a case,
delegates should receive their badge from the delegation’s
liaison officer before the meeting.
Free transportation by bus will also be provided from the
designated hotels to Larnaka International Airport (LCA)
after the end of the meeting and on the following day.
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5. Transportation
The Cyprus Presidency provides free transport by bus at
a specified time from the designated hotels to the meeting
The Cyprus Presidency provides free transport by bus at
a specified time from the designated hotels to the meeting
venue. A similar arrangement applies for the return to the hotels
at the end of the meeting. Bus departure times are available at
the hotels and the meeting venue. Heads of delegations will be
transported by a separate bus.
A public bus service, which runs on a scheduled timetable,
connects hotels with Filoxenia Conference Centre. The fare
for a single ticket is €1. Alternatively, a taxi service may be used.
Taxis are available outside the Filoxenia Conference Centre. Taxi
tariffs are displayed in the taxis and are standard across all taxi
companies within Nicosia.
For other travel arrangements to and from the airports
the shuttle bus service or a taxi can be used.
Shuttle bus services run to and from:
• Larnaka International Airport (LCA) and Nicosia
(http://www.kapnosairportshuttle.com/); and
• Larnaka International Airport (LCA) and Limassol
(http://www.pameaerodromio.eu/).
Tickets cost €8 each way.
Prices for taxis range depending on destination. Indicatively
these are:
Larnaka – Lefkosia			
Larnaka – Limassol			
Larnaka – Pafos			
Larnaka – Protaras – Ayia Napa
Pafos – Limassol			
Pafos – Lefkosia			

€50
€60
€100
€60
€60
€100

6. The City of Nicosia
(10.000 year old capital)
Situated in the middle of the island Nicosia is a busy modern
commercial and business centre.
The city centre is its old quarter, a jumble of narrow streets with
sandstone buildings with overhanging balconies and inner
courtyards. The old quarter is surrounded by a sandstone fortress
wall with a moat and heart-shaped bastions.
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The Cyprus Museum houses the best collection of
archaeological artefacts on the island, including a first century
AD Roman statuette of Aphrodite of Soli and the original mosaic
of Leda and the Swan, while the Leventis museum depicts the
history of the town. St John’s Cathedral, with its frescoes is
a marvelous museum of byzantine icons.
In the evening someone may stroll in the old city, feel the cool
breeze coming from Troodos Mountain and even catch
a concert in the moat or an exhibition at the Famagusta Gate,
one of the three original entrances into the old city, which has
now been restored and is used as a cultural centre.
Famagusta Gate

7. The Meeting Venue – Filoxenia
Conference Center
Key details of the meeting venue are as follows:
Filoxenia Conference Center
17 Thrakis Street, 1311 Nicosia, Cyprus
Information +357 22395000
For free wireless access ask for the code at Info Point
Cyprus EU Presidency Secretariat office at FCC
+357 22395001/ 02/ 12/ 13/ 15
First Aid – at Ground Floor +357 22395301
(for doctor, medical staff, ambulance)
+357 22029940
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The Ground Floor
• The multi-purpose Zenon Kitievs Hall is the main ministerial
meeting room and is located just after the entrance of the
Filoxenia Conference Centre.
• The Information Point and the main cloakroom for all guests
are located next to the entrance.
Lower Level
• The Kyrenia auditorium will be used as a listening room.
• 6 rooms for bilateral meetings are available. Reservations
can be arranged with the contact person of the ministry
or the liaison officer.
• 36 workstations are at the disposal of the delegation
members. A workstation, equipped with two tables, PC with
internet access and printer, is dedicated for each delegation.
• Photocopiers and fax machines are available in the
workstations for use by delegations.
• An office with all necessary equipment and a lounge
are provided for the interpreters.
• There is also an Information Point.
Mezzanine
• There are 12 fully equipped interpretation booths.
• A bilateral room is available.
• TV booths are available for the host broadcaster and host
photographer.
“Cypress” Media Center
• The venue for press conferences is the Jean Monnet
Auditorium.
• Press briefing rooms are available for the delegations.
Reservations can be arranged at the Information Point in
the Press Center.
• 300 work stations are available for the press - equipped with
25 PCs, telephones, fax machines, network printers, scanners
and photocopiers.
• Wireless and internet access for laptop computer users via
the local network (LAN, RJ45 socket) is available.
• There is an ATM machine and a counter with information from
the Cyprus Tourism Organization.
• The Media Park with the Radio and TV booths is located next
to the Media Center.
Restaurants
• The Elia Restaurant, which is located on the ground floor of
the Filoxenia Conference Centre, will host the Ministers’ lunch.
• The Pentadactylos Restaurant on the ground floor will host
the lunch for delegates.
• The Yiasemi Restaurant, in the “Cypress” Media Centre will host
the lunch for journalists.
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8. Interpretation
The meeting will be facilitated by simultaneous interpretation
in six languages: Greek, English, French, German, Italian and
Spanish. The service will be provided by the Directorate General
for Interpretation (SCIC) of the European Commission.
For the Press Conference, interpretation from Greek to English
and French will be provided in the Press Centre.

9. Security
The Cyprus Police has the overall responsibility for all security
issues for meetings held in Cyprus during the Cyprus Presidency
of the Council of the EU.
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Security measures will be deployed based on an assessment
of the security situation, possible threat to the meeting and
possible threat to particular individuals. Security measures cover
the duration of the ministerial visit, from arrival at the airport to
departure. This includes transport, accommodation, the meeting
venue and social events.
Entry to the meeting venue is authorised only if the appropriate
badge is presented. Badges must be obtained before entering
the meeting venue and must be displayed visibly at all times.
One security officer per delegation may participate. Application
for carrying a weapon should be made through the usual
diplomatic route.

10. Cyprus Presidency Website
www.cy2012.eu website is the official source of information
for the Cyprus Presidency of the Council of the EU.

11. Other Useful Information about Cyprus
The meeting will be facilitated by simultaneous interpretation
in six languages: Greek, English, French, German, Italian
and Spanish. The service will be provided by the Directorate
General for Interpretation (SCIC) of the European Commission.
For the Press Conference, interpretation from Greek to English
and French will be provided in the Press Centre.
Languages
Greek and Turkish are the official languages of the Republic
of Cyprus. English is widely spoken.
Local Time
Cyprus Time is GMT +2.
Climate & Weather
The island’s climate is characterised by hot summers and
mild winters. By June, summer will have arrived in Cyprus.
Temperatures continue to rise and reach their highest in July
and August during which the average maximum temperatures
range between 27°C and 36°C. However, in the warmest days
of the summer you should expect higher temperatures during
midday, especially inland (Nicosia), where it might soar towards
40°C.
In July and in August rain would be a big surprise especially
at night.
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In the mountains it is pleasantly cooler during the day and,
as expected, it is colder at night.
From September the temperature gradually drops yet it remains
rather hot. October is still warm and sunny and the sea water is
still comfortable for swimming. The evenings in June, especially
at the beginning of the month and from the end of September
could be a little chilly. In June and September rain is considered
rather unusual. In December the mean daily maximum
temperature inland is 18°C and the mean daily minimum is 7°C.
What to wear in the summer
Recommended clothes are light weight summer clothing
and long sleeve linen top or shirt for evenings. It is always
a wise idea to use sun protection, such as hats, sunscreen
and sunglasses.
What to drink in the long hot summer of the
European-Mediterranean isle of Cyprus
Well, during the day lots of water from crystal Cypriot sources
of Troodos mountains. So far and when the evening approaches
you may select to broaden your wine horizons with a vibrant
rosé wine from the latest harvest of the indigenous Maratheftiko
grape variety. You may also choose to make a degustation of
a vivacious white Xinisteri wine, both served crispy at around
10 °C in a tulip-shaped glass. You may also decide on exploring
more the Cyprus terroir and feel the experience provided by
the great Cyprus Commandaria. This is an exceptional naturally
sweet wine made from sun-dried grapes, which should be
served at 8-10 °C in an inverse bell-shaped glass either before,
during or after-dinner.
Currency
The currency of Cyprus is the Euro.
Currency Exchange
All banks operating in Cyprus offer foreign currency exchange
services and quote the exchange rates of the Euro against all
major foreign currencies daily. Foreign currency can also be
exchanged at hotels.
ATMs and Credit Cards
All major banks in Cyprus have automatic teller machines (ATMs)
in most towns and in the majority of the large villages. All major
credit cards are accepted almost everywhere.
Electricity supply
The electricity supply in Cyprus is 230 volts, a.c. 50 Hz. Sockets
are usually 13 amp, with 3-pin plugs, with square pins. Many
hotels provide adaptors upon request from the reception.
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Smoking
Smoking is prohibited in all indoor public places and night clubs.
Opening hours
Shops normally open around 09:00 and close around 19:00
except Wednesday afternoon (up to 15:00 hrs).
During the summer period 15th June– 31st August there is an
optional three hour afternoon break from 14:00 - 17:00. Shops in
tourist areas, large shopping centres and department stores may
stay open on weekends and public holidays as well.
Banks are open on workdays (Monday to Friday) between
08.30 and 13.30. From October to April they are also open on
Monday afternoon between 15.15 and 16.45. Banks are closed
on weekends and public holidays. Some banks in central tourist
areas are open in the afternoon specifically to provide services
to tourists.
Restaurants and cafes have varying opening hours, but lunch
is most often served between 12:00 and 15:00. Dinner is served
from 19:00 until late in the evening.
Driving
Driving is on the left-hand side of the road. All the
international road traffic signs are in use and placed on the
left-hand side of roads and highways. On roundabouts, priority is
given to the right side.
Public Holidays during the Cyprus EU Presidency
• 15th August
• 1st October
• 28th October
• 24th December
• 25th December
• 26th December
Emergency Number
Call 112, the EU-wide emergency number for police,
fire department and ambulance.
Pharmacies
90901412 (Nicosia)
Dial Code for Cyprus
+357
Telephone Directory Assistance
11892, 11822, 11800, 11833, 11811.
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Tourist Information – Cyprus Tourism Organisation
Leoforos Lemesou 19, 1390 Nicosia
+357 22691100
+357 22331644
fcytour@visitcyprus.com
www.visitcyprus.com
Airports Information
Larnaka International Airport (LCA)
+357 24816400
+357 24643633
info@hermesairports.com
customerservices@hermesairports.com

Pafos International Airport (PFO)
+357 26007002
+357 26007100
info@hermesairports.com
customerservices@hermesairports.com

For information on the flight schedule and the services
provided at both International Airports please call:
77778833
Site of national carrier for direct flights from main cities:
http://cyprusair.com
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12. Missions and Embassies
Embassy of the Republic of Austria
34, Dimostheni Severis Avenue, 1st Floor, 1080 Nicosia
+ 357 22410151
+ 357 22680099
nicosia-ob@bmeia.gv.at
Royal Belgian Embassy
The Riverside Forum, 2A, Chilonos Street, Office 102
+ 357 22449020
+ 357 22774717
nicosia@diplobel.fed.be
Embassy of the Republic of Bulgaria
13, Constantinou Paleologou Street, Engomi, 2406 Nicosia
+ 357 22672486
+ 357 22672740
+ 357 22680099
nicosia-ob@bmeia.gv.at
Embassy of the Czech Republic
48, Arsinois, 2001 Nicosia, Strovolos
+ 357 22421118
+ 357 22314058
+ 357 99356380 (Emergency after office hours)
+ 357 22421059
nicosia@embassy.mzv.cz
Royal Danish Embassy
7, Dositheou, Parabuilding Block C, 4th Floor, 1071 Nicosia
+ 357 22377417
+ 357 22377472
nicamb@um.dk
Embassy of the Republic of Estonia
(for contacts in Cyprus see Hon. Cons below)
Athens Tower, 2-4, Messoghion Avenue, 115 27 Athens
+ 30 210 7475660
+ 30 210 7475661
embassy.athens@mfa.ee
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Honorary Consul-General of the Republic of Estonia
Julia House 3, Themistocles Dervis St., 1066 Nicosia, Cyprus
+ 357 22555376
+ 357 22318031
+ 357 22673711
estoniaconsulate@cytanet.com.cy
zampelasm@cytanet.com.cy
Honorary Vice Consul of the Republic of Estonia
Julia House 3, Themistocles Dervis St., 1066 Nicosia, Cyprus
+ 357 22555376
+ 357 22318031
+ 357 22673711
estoniaconsulate@cytanet.com.cy
george.loizou@cy.pwc.com
Embassy of Finland
9, Arch. Makarios III Avenue, Severis Building, 2nd Floor 1065 Nicosia
+ 357 22458020
+ 357 22447880
nic.sanomat@formin.fi
Embassy of France
34 Demosthenis Severis Street - 2nd floor, 1080 Nicosia,
Agioi Omologitai
+ 357 22585300
+ 357 22585324 (Ambassador’s)
+ 357 22585350 (Consular)
+ 357 22585335 (Chancery)
ambafra@cytanet.com.cy
Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany
10 Nikitaras Street, 1080 Nicosia
+ 357 22451145
+ 357 22451146 (Ambassador’s)
+ 357 22665694
info@nikosia.diplo.de
Embassy of the Hellenic Republic
Byron Avenue 8-10, 1096 Nicosia
+ 357 22445111
+ 357 22445122 (Ambassador’s)
+ 357 22680649
gremb.nic@mfa.gr
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Embassy of the Republic of Hungary
Prodromou & Demetrakopoulou 2, Zenios Tower, 3rd Floor,
1090 Nicosia
+ 357 22459130/1
+ 357 99486468 (emergency)
+ 357 22459134
huembnic@cytanet.com.cy
Embassy of Ireland
Chancery: 7, Aiantas Street, St. Omoloyites, 1082 Nicosia
+ 357 22818183
+ 357 22660050
nicosiaembassy@dfa.ie
Embassy of the Republic of Italy
25th, March Str. No. 11, 2408 Engomi, Nicosia
+ 357 22357635/6
+ 357 99611910
+ 357 22357616
+ 357 22358112
ambnico.mail@esteri.it
Embassy of the Republic of Latvia
(for contacts in Cyprus see Hon. Cons below)
38, Vas. Constantinou Ave., 116 35 Athens
+ 30 210 7294483
+ 30 210 7294479
embassy.greece@mfa.gov.lv
Honorary Consul-General of the Republic of Latvia
Mr. Adonis Papadopoulos 142, Franklin Roosvelt Str.
3504 Limassol
+ 357 25840300
+ 357 25352072 (Res.)
+ 357 25569285
adonis.papadopoulos@interorient.com.cy
Honorary Consul of the Republic of Latvia
Dr. Georghios Prodromou Charalambous Mouskou 20,
ABC Business Center, 1st Floor, Office 101, Pafos
+ 357 26222000
+ 357 99673000
+ 357 26222333
consulate@latviacyprus.com
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Embassy of the Republic of Lithuania
(for contacts in Cyprus see Hon. Cons below)
49, Vas. Sophias Av., GR-106 76 Athens
+ 30 210 729 43 56/57
+ 30 210 729 43 47
amb.gr@urm.lt
Honorary Consul-General of the Republic of Lithuania
Mr. Jacovos V. Jacovides,16 Mesopotamias Str. 7040
Oroklini, Larnaca
+357 24648200
+357 99621542
+357 22662552
mitasg@otenettel.com
Honorary Consul of the Republic of Lithuania
Mr. Christis Christoforou Corner Them. Dervis-Florinis Str.
STADYL Building, 4th floor CY-1065 Nicosia
+357 22360300
+357 96754144
+ 357 22671056
cchristoforou@deloitte.com
Embassy of the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg
(for contacts in Cyprus see Hon. Cons below)
23A Vass. Sophias Avenue & 2 Neofytou Vamva 106 74 Athens
+ 30 210 7256400
+ 30 210 7256405
athenes.amb@mae.etat.lu
Honorary Consul of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
Mr. Christos M. Triantafyllides 9, Evagoras Avenue, Irini Court,
3rd Floor, Off. 31 & 33, Nicosia, Cyprus P.O.Box 22411, 1521
Nicosia
+357 22456222
+357 22663222
triant@spidernet.com.cy
High Commission of the Republic of Malta
(for contacts in Cyprus see Hon. Cons below)
Vasilissis Sofias Av. 96, 115 28 Athens
+ 30 210 7785138
+ 30 210 7785235
+ 30 210 7785242
maltaembassy.athens@gov.mt
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Honorary Consul-General of Malta
Mr. Michael J. Louisides 101A, Spyrou Araouzou St., Limassol
+ 357 25362642
+357 25726009 (Res.)
+ 357 99638335
+ 357 25359852
mj.louisides@cytanet.com.cy
maltaconsul.limassol@gov.mt
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
34, Demosthenis Severis Av. 1080 Nicosia
+ 357 22873666
+ 357 22872393/4 (Consular Section)
+ 357 22872399
nic@minbuza.nl
Embassy of the Republic of Poland
Kennedy Ave 12-14, Office 601, 1087 Nicosia
+ 357 22753517
+ 357 22751980 (Amb.)
+ 357 22751981
nikozja.amb.sekretariat@msz.gov.pl
Embassy of the Portuguese Republic
9 Arch. Makarios III Avenue Severis Bldg., 5th floor, office nr.
501, 1065 Nicosia
+ 357 22375131
+ 357 22756456
embportugal@nicosia.dgaccp.pt
Embassy of Romania
Pireos 27, Strovolos, 2023 Nicosia
+ 357 22495333
+ 357 22517333
+ 357 22495550, 2
+ 357 22518330 (Amb.)
+ 357 22517383
+ 357 22517135
embrom@cytanet.com.cy
Embassy of the Slovak Republic
4 Kalamatas Street, 2002 Strovolos, Nicosia
+ 357 22879681
+ 357 22311715
skembassy@cytanet.com.cy
emb.nicosia@mzv.sk
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Embassy of the Republic of Slovenia
(for contacts in Cyprus see Hon. Cons below)
280 Kifissias Ave. & 1 Dimokratias, 154 51 Neo Psychico, Athens
+ 30 210 6720 090-1
+ 30 210 677 56 80
vat@gov.si
Honorary Consul of the Republic of Slovenia
Mr. Evros Alexandrou 61, Anexartisias, 3040 Limassol
+ 357 25367006
+ 357 25822022 (Res.)
+ 357 25377913
evros@cy.net
10, Lycourgou 2001 Acropoli, Nicosia
+357 22312907
+357 22314011

Embassy of the Kingdom of Spain
32, Strovolos Ave. 2018 Strovolos, Nicosia
+ 357 22450410
+ 357 22 491291
emb.nicosia@maec.es
Embassy of the Kingdom of Sweden
9, Arch. Makarios III Ave, Severis Building, 2nd Floor, 1065 Nicosia
+ 357 22458088
+ 357 22374522
ambassaden.nicosia@foreign.ministry.se
British High Commission
Alexandrou Pallis Street, Nicosia
+ 357 22861100
+ 357 22861315 (Chancery)
+ 357 22861150 (Trade & Investment)
+ 357 22861175 (Management)
+ 357 22861200 (Consular)
brithc.2@cytanet.com.cy
Embassy of the Republic of Croatia
Via Luigi Bodio 74-76, 00191 Rome, Italy
+ 39 06 36307300
+ 39 06 36307650
+ 39 06 36303405
vrhrim@mvpei.hr
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Embassy of the Republic of Iceland
(for contacts in Cyprus see Hon. Cons below)
Kommendörsgatan 35, SE-114 58 Stockholm, Sweden
+ 46 8 4428300
+ 46 8 6607423
icemb.stock@utn.stjr.is
Honorary Consul-General of the Republic of Iceland
24, Arch. Makarios III Ave., Kaimakli, 1020 Nicosia, Cyprus
+ 357 22817770
+ 357 22768926
comm-rep-cy@ec.europa.eu
Honorary Consul of the Republic of Iceland
11 Acharnon Str., 2027 Nicosia, Cyprus
+ 357 22028420
+ 357 99664464
+ 357 22028425
michealgabriella@gmail.com
Embassy of Montenegro
(for contacts in Cyprus see Hon. Cons below)
Loukianou 5, 10675 kolonaki, Athens, Greece
+ 30 210 7241212
+ 30 210 7241076
greece@mfa.gov.me
Honorary Consul-General of the Republic of Montenegro
for the district of Limassol
284, Arch. Makarios III Ave., Fortuna Court, Block B, 3601 Limassol
+357 25800000
+357 25587191
+357 25587309
consulmontenegro@mavrellis.eu
Honorary Consul of the Republic of the Republic
of Montenegro
5 Chytron Str., 1302 Nicosia, Cyprus
+357 22699222
+357 22699004
consul.montenegro@eurofast.net
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Embassy of the Republic of Serbia
2, Vasilissis Olgas Street, Engomi, 1101 Nicosia
+ 357 22777511
+ 357 22772924
+ 357 22775910
Nicosia@serbia.org.cy
European Commission
EU House, 30 Byron Ave.,1096 Nicosia
+ 357 22817770
+ 357 22768926
comm-rep-cy@ec.europa.eu
European Parliament
Office: 30, Vyronos Avenue,1096 Nicosia
+357 22460694
+357 22767733
epnicosia@europarl.europa.eu
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13. Contact Persons of the Ministry
of Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Enviroment
Agenda
Constantina Antoniades
Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Enviroment
+ 357 22408321
+ 357 22459195
+ 357 99644649
cantoniade@moa.gov.cy

Organisational matters
Iakovos Tziortzis
Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Enviroment
+ 357 22408366
+ 357 22459195
+ 357 99388118
itziortzis@moa.gov.cy

Eleni Zisimou
Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Enviroment
+ 357 22408365
+ 357 22459195
+ 357 99450292
ezisimou@moa.gov.cy
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